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What’s happening in Taranaki 
 
   Greetings 
              Wow!  What a summer we are having!  Auckland with record tem-
peratures and the Dairy farmers with lots of silage and hay in the barn.   
We beekeepers have had a good spell too, with showers keeping  the soil 
moist enough to keep the nectaries of the flowers working most of the time.   
Most hives will have a good quantity of capped honey on board.  If you are 
a hobbiest and don't have another super to put on the hive and the top super 
is filling rapidly, then phone up to book the Club extractor , extract the 
capped frames and you could return them the same day (in the evening of 
course) to the hive before the bees  realised that they were missing .    
              When you are taking off honey, it will upset the bees of course , so 
do it when most of them are not there. -  about early afternoon would be 
ideal, when most will be in the field gathering nectar and the neighbours are 
having their afternoon siesta.  Don't try to do it without smoke and a good 
bee suit.  Be as quick as you can to prevent robbing from other hives or 
from wasps that are always looking for a free meal.  Don't leave comb 
honey uncovered for any length of time for the same reason so put each su-
per in the car as it is freed of bees.   
              Honey extracts most readily when it is fresh and warm so get it 
extracted as soon as you can after removal.  It will filter most easily when 
running from the extractor and there will only be a bit of scum (small air 
bubbles) on the container the following day which can easily be skimmed 
off for appearances sake. 
              If you are going to keep it as is, you will have to store it in a vessel 
with a tight fitting lid to exclude the air and moisture.  If you want it like the 
Supermarket honey (creamed style ), then you will have to add about 10% 
of a fine grained honey to your extracted honey when it is cool.  If you can 
keep it in single degree figures it will crystallise rapidly but put it in its final 
container after you have mixed in the starter as there are many beekeepers 
who annually have problems with honey crtstallising in the wrong places - 
like in transit pipes and honey pumps.  Sometimes it sets rock hard if it is 
subjected to low temperatures and I have bent and broken many metal ob-
jects trying to chip solid honey from bulk containers. 
              I mentioned wasps earlier.  As a consequence of the dry summer 
last year followed by a mild winter there are lots around at the moment and 
they have destroyed a few of my hives.  They have stolen all the stores and 
the started on the eggs, larvae and pupae. There is not a great deal you can 
do to stop them when they are attacking the hive except close down the en-
trance to about an inch and hope the guard bees can frighten them off.  Pre-
vention is the best course of action and we will be discussing this at the next 
meeting on Monday 16th. February in the Plunket Rooms (opposite the 
Warehouse) at 6.30pm. as well as solving all your problems!    Adrian. 
               

Next club meeting 
16th FEBRUARY 2009 

In the PLUNKET ROOMS  
6.30pm 

Next to New World Supermarket 
Third Monday of every month 

The purpose of this part of the bylaw is to control 
the keeping of animals (including pigs, poultry, 
bees, livestock and cats) within the district to en-
sure they do not create a nuisance or endanger 
health; and regulate the slaughtering of animals 
within view of people nearby as many people can 
find this offensive. 
 

11. Beekeeping 
11.1 No person shall keep or continue to keep bees 
if, in the opinion of an authorised officer, the keep-
ing of such bees is, or is likely to become danger-
ous, injurious to health or a nuisance to any person. 
 
11.2 The council may by resolution prescribe con-
ditions relating to the location and number of hives 
able to be kept on any premises or place in an ur-
ban area. 
 
11.3 In prescribing any conditions under clause 
11.2 the council must consider: 
a) The nature and extent of the perceived problem 
to be addressed; 
b) Whether the problem can be addressed by other 
means; 
c) Any advice received from the National Bee 
Keepers Association; 
d) Any advice received from the Taranaki Regional 
Council; and 
e) Any advice received from the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Forestry. 

NEW PLYMOUTH DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 Bylaw 2008 Part 2: Animals  
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